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The last two scholarship offers in the 2011 RAMUS application round
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commenced as RAMUS scholars in 2011. We warmly welcome these new
scholars and also thank the many rural doctors who have taken up the
role of RAMUS mentor for our new scholars this year.
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A new initiative of the RAMUS Alumnus program will support the
development of RAMUS alumni as leaders of the future in rural and
remote Australia. The Alumnus program is sponsoring former scholars
(one in 2011 and one in 2012) to attend the TRAIL (Training Rural
Australians in Leadership) program for emerging rural leaders presented
by the Australian Rural Leadership Foundation. Dr Robyn Silcock has
been awarded the RAMUS sponsored place for 2011.
Many scholars devote time to mentoring and supporting others; in this
issue we include extracts from several scholars’ reports for 2010 about
these activities. This issue also includes selected extracts from reports by
scholars and alumni on conferences attended earlier this year with
support from the RAMUS Conference Placement Program. We also have
a contribution from new scholar, Bree Cumming.
Catherine Ryan, Secretary of the National Rural Health Students’
Network (NRHSN) writes about the activities of the NRHSN and Rural
Health Clubs in 2011.
Turn to Page 5 for a statement setting out scholars’ responsibilities for
indemnity and insurance arrangements when planning or undertaking
supervised clinical activities associated with the RAMUS mentoring
program. We acknowledge the assistance of Prof. Nicholas Glasgow,
Dean of Medicine at the Australian National University, in preparing the
statement.
James Easterbrook, a key staff member of the National Rural Health
Alliance, recently left the Alliance to move to Albury. As well as designing
the RAMUS logo, website and all our publications and documents, James
supported the core RAMUS team and our work in many other ways. He is
much missed; our loss is Albury’s gain.
The RAMUS team
Susan, Lesley and Janine

RAMUS is an Australian Government Initiative

RAMUS in the news
Congratulations to RAMUS mentor, Dr Ewen McPhee,
on his election as President of the Rural Doctors
Association of Queensland. Dr McPhee, from Emerald
QLD, has been a RAMUS mentor since 2008.
Dr Dan Halliday, immediate past president of the RDAQ,
said, “Ewen has been a passionate campaigner for
procedural services in his home town of Emerald and
for rural Queenslanders generally.”
Dr McPhee has lived in Emerald since 1989 and has
been a medical administrator, manager and teacher as
well as the only remaining procedural GP in Emerald.

National Rural Health Students’
Network
by Catherine Ryan
The National Rural Health Students’ Network (NRHSN)
has enjoyed a busy and successful 2011.

Delegates at the National Rural Leadership Development
Seminar

The Rural Health Clubs continue to run successful
events: Rural Appreciation Weekend Surf at
Murramarang National Park, Rural Appreciation
Weekend at Donnybrook, Close the Gap ceremony and
bush bash ball at Albury. This list is just a fraction of
events run by Clubs and the high quality of interclub
events has been the absolute highlight of this year. The
real sense of NRHSN community at these events has
been fantastic and the friendships made at all the
events will stand us all in good stead for when we’re
working in the bush in the future.

The National Rural Leadership Development Seminar, a
collaboration between the NRHSN and the Australian
Medical Students’ Association (AMSA), drew 100
students from right across the country to Victor Harbor.
The aim of the seminar was to inspire the next
generation of leaders in rural health. Both the NRHSN
and AMSA believe it is important that future health
professionals have the skills to champion the cause of
the rural and remote communities where they will be
working once they graduate.
The three-day seminar enabled medical, nursing and
allied health students to come together in a truly multiprofessional arena. It also provided them with specific
skills needed to excel in career paths in rural and
remote Australia. This multi-disciplinary focus was
shown with a multi-disciplinary panel case discussion,
made up of a fantastic allied health team from the local
Fleurieu District Health Service. This gave the delegates
an opportunity to see how the team would work
together on a patient with Parkinson’s disease firsthand.

Catherine Ryan (NRHSN Secretary), The Hon Warren Snowdon
(Minister for Indigenous Health), and NRHSN Co-chairs,
Francesca Garnett and Jacinta O'Neill, in Canberra

The conversations between the NRHSN and
stakeholders have increased this year. The Executive
visited Canberra in June where meetings with the office
of the Minister for Health and Ageing, the Department
of Health and Ageing and various stakeholders were
successful in highlighting the key issues students see
are facing rural health. The five NRHSN Portfolios have
also been successful in advocating for members
through sitting on stakeholder councils, producing
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position papers and increasing nursing and allied health
memberships.
We look forward to our Council meeting in September
where the new Executive will be elected. We thank all
of our portfolios and members for their support in
2011.

2012 RAMUS application round
Applications for RAMUS 2012 will open on 8
November 2011 and will close on 16 January
2012.
The 2012 RAMUS Application Form and
Guidelines will be available at
http://ramus.ruralhealth.org.au from 8
November 2011.

Conference Placement Program conference reports
AMSA Global Health Conference (GHC), Sydney 29
June – 2 July 2011
Rachael Purcell (Monash, 4th year) reported:
“The academic program at GHC was inspiring in that it
was a reminder that there is a world of medicine
outside exams and the general issues that can
overwhelm a medical student or junior doctor entering
the workforce………..The forums on refugee and asylum
seeker health at GHC enhanced my understanding of
some of the pertinent issues facing these people who
are joining Australian communities.... GHC provided the
opportunity to hear information not filtered by media
or political interests. It was a chance to listen to people
working in the field and to ask questions about the
realities and challenges of this work.”

Mindy Miles, Rachael Purcell, Timothy Martin, Marianne Safe
and Prashanti Manchikanti representing Ignite, the Monash
University Global Health Group, at GHC

Royal Australian and New Zealand College of
Psychiatrists 2011 Congress, Darwin, 29 May – 2 June
2011
Hannah Newall (UNSW, 6th year) said, “Attending this
conference has substantially reinforced my desire to
become a rural psychiatrist in the future.”
Her research group hosted a symposium “Metabolic
Complications in First Episode Psychosis: Defining the
Issues, Neural Substrates & Developing an Effective
Early Intervention Framework”, which presented the
culmination of four years of research.
Hannah also said, “…probably the most professionally
important part of the conference for me, was the
opportunity to meet Professor Patrick McGorry. I was
lucky enough to be seated next to Professor McGorry at
one of the conference dinners and this gave me the
opportunity to introduce myself and talk to him about
my research endeavours and possible future
collaborations….[he] has inspired me to continue with
my direction in research and encouraged me to pursue
a career in rural clinical psychiatry. Since the
conference I have kept in contact with him and we have
been collaborating on an exciting project.”
RANZCOG 2011 Indigenous Women's Health Meeting,
Cairns, 2-5 June 2011
Nicole Carter (alumnus, graduated University of
Adelaide 2004) said, “I feel that it is only with the aid of
conferences such as this one, that we will see people
working together to close the gap that persists in
Indigenous Health in Australia…”
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She also said, “I feel that the conference provided
useful clinical knowledge and updating in current
clinical guidelines and practice to enhance my provision
of health care to all women, and in particular to
Indigenous women. Given that I currently work in an
Indigenous medical centre, a large proportion of my
patients are women and a lot of the information
discussed can be implemented in my day-to-day
consultations…. The conference has certainly provided
me with plenty of food for thought regarding potential
outreach programs that could be introduced, or current
programs that could be enhanced to attempt to
improve the standard of health care that we provide.”
Take the Challenge: Indigenous Health and Chronic
Disease, RACP Annual Congress, Darwin, 22-25 May
2011
Sophie Alpen (UNSW, 2nd year), Kelly McNamara
(alumnus, graduated University of Sydney 2008) and
Sam Roberts and Peter Simmons (both University of
Newcastle, 5th year) highlighted different aspects of the
RACP Congress.
Sophie Alpen said, “Attending this conference did
everything to make me more excited about training and
practising rurally.”
Sophie attended a workshop on the emerging field of
telemedicine in which “speakers talked on their use of
the technology (which actually only requires a camera,
broadband internet and trained staff) in their relevant
fields of renal and palliative care, stroke and oncology. I
had little previous knowledge about telemedicine but I
now know how integrating new technology into
practice has some major benefits. In this case the
hospitals are saving money on the travel and
accommodation costs [and] now remote patients are
receiving the same care and specialist services as those
in the regional centres. Telemedicine is definitely
getting over barriers in remote locations and health
assessment.”
Kelly McNamara found that, “The most inspiring
presentation was delivered by Dr John Boulton, a
paediatrician [who] has largely been responsible for
setting up paediatric services in the Kimberley in a coordinated fashion, including regular outreach clinics in
remote Aboriginal communities. I was also inspired by

Dr James Fitzpatrick, a paediatric registrar and PhD
student, who has lived in Fitzroy Crossing in the
Kimberley for several years and researches foetal
alcohol syndrome…. The presentations by these two
doctors showed me that people are out there, making a
real difference to health, research and service
provisions and that I too can find a way to make an
impact on Indigenous health care….These doctors had
formed ongoing professional and personal ties with the
communities in which they live…… It made me realise
one of the advantages to working in a remote
community setting is the diversity of professional
interactions and the knowledge that can be gained from
these relationships.”
Kelly also said, “One of my professional interests is
public health. This conference was a good opportunity
for me to get a feel of who works in the field of public
health and where public health professionals are
working in Australia. The diversity of backgrounds in the
field is astounding. There were presentations from
architects, social scientists, Aboriginal leaders including
the ever inspiring Tom Calma and Professor Sir Mason
Durie, a New Zealand Psychiatrist, leader in Maori
public health issues…. The overriding message that I
took home … is that the solution to closing the gap
between Indigenous and non-Indigenous life
expectancy lies in long term, multi-factorial strategies
that empower Indigenous people.”
In a joint report, Sam Roberts and Peter Simmons said,
“The ‘Best of the Grand Rounds’… was one of the more
useful sessions for us both as students, for it was a case
by case presentation of different interesting patients
who some of the advanced trainees had come across
during their training. Many of these cases were quite
unique, and we had not actually heard of some of the
genetic disorders and may not see them in our future
practice. However, it was a great educational session
which reminded us … that you always need to keep in
mind the weird and wonderful diversity of medicine and
keep persisting when trying to elicit a diagnosis.”
They also said, “One of the most interesting and
rewarding parts of the experience was seeing
presentations from people working on the front line of
Indigenous health and how their projects operate. We
were able to see the presentation of data on not only
how these projects are being implemented, but on their
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effectiveness.….what I found great was seeing the
process of how the studies are designed, funded and
completed; how the papers are actually written; and
finally how they are presented at a conference such as
this.”
Australian and New Zealand College of Anaesthetists
Rural Special Interest Group Conference, Barossa
Valley 7-9 July 2011
Sally Jones (JCU, 5th year) reported that, “The first day
of the conference began with a case report from Dr
Neville Bailey which touched on some of the dangers of
surgery in isolated locations. His case report raised
many interesting issues I had not really considered
before including how best to manage the availability (or
lack of) blood products in some places, and how this
impacts on health care when routine procedures go
wrong.”
Emily Cairns (JCU, 4th year) said, “The second session
‘Difficult Airways’ was one of my favourites of the
conference, with topics presented including airway
assessment, airway and facial trauma and
cricothyroidotomy. I think I enjoyed these presentations
as I thought they were useful to me at this point in my
training, because the cases were engaging and because
the discussion surrounding anaesthetists and their use
of surgical airways was not what I expected. Through
the discussion it was interesting for me to see, that the
GP anaesthetists and rural generalists seemed more
willing to carry out a surgical airway than the
anaesthetists, and I came to think that this reflected on
their experience of having no back up in a rural setting.”

Indemnity and insurance
We sometimes receive questions from scholars and
mentors about indemnity and insurance arrangements
for scholars planning or undertaking clinical activities
associated with the RAMUS mentoring program. We
have therefore prepared the following advice.
RAMUS scholars are responsible for ensuring they have
the appropriate indemnity insurance.
It is your responsibility as a RAMUS scholar to ensure
that you have the appropriate indemnity insurance
cover if you are undertaking supervised clinical activity
as part of your RAMUS-related rural activities; for
example, during visits to or placements with your
RAMUS mentor.
Because such RAMUS activities may not form part of
your formal university course and curriculum
requirements, you should not assume that these
activities are automatically covered by the university’s
indemnity and insurance arrangements for medical
students. You should check whether the planned
activities are included in your university indemnity
insurance cover.
You should also consider joining a medical defence
organisation (MDO) that provides medical indemnity
insurance. Several MDOs offer special insurance
packages for medical students for free or at low cost.
Among the MDOs are:
MDA http://www.mdanational.com.au/
MIGA http://www.miga.com.au/
MIPS http://www.mips.com.au/
AVANT http://www.avant.org.au/Become-aMember/How-to-Join/Medical-Students/
This is not necessarily a complete list. The RAMUS
Scheme does not recommend or endorse any MDO or
insurance policy. The Australian Medical Students’
Association or your university’s medical students’ club
may be able to give you more information about
medical student insurance packages.

RAMUS scholars Michael Bullen, Emily Cairns and Sally Jones
with doctors at the ANZCA Rural SIG Conference dinner

Medical practices or health services at which you intend
to undertake supervised clinical activity may ask you to
provide evidence of your indemnity insurance cover.
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Rural leadership training for scholar
alumni

TRAIL would be of great practical benefit in helping me
to work towards the medical and social ideals I have
always held dear.’

Dr Robyn Silcock, a RAMUS scholar from 2005 to 2010
and now an intern at Toowoomba Hospital, will attend
the TRAIL cross-sectoral leadership training program in
September 2011, with sponsorship from the RAMUS
Alumnus Program.

The RAMUS Alumnus Program has received funding to
support former scholars who are RAMUS Alumnus
Program members to attend the TRAIL program in 2011
and 2012. This new initiative will support the
development of RAMUS alumni as leaders of the future
in rural and remote Australia. Robyn was awarded the
2011 sponsored place following a call for expressions of
interest from scholar alumni. There has already been
considerable interest from alumni in the 2012 TRAIL
course. The call for detailed applications for the RAMUS
Alumnus Program sponsored place in 2012 will be
issued in April next year.

TRAIL (Training Rural Australians in Leadership) is an
intensive 8-day residential training program for
emerging rural leaders and is presented by the highly
regarded Australian Rural Leadership Foundation
(www.rural-leaders.com.au).

Does RAMUS have your current
contact details?
RAMUS will be posting end of year
documents to Scholars and Mentors in
October.
Please contact the RAMUS team straight
away if your address or other contact details
have changed or if there are any changes to
your university enrolment or status.
Dr Robyn Silcock

Commenting on what she hopes to gain from the TRAIL
program, Robyn said:

Phone: 1800 460 440 or 02 6285 4660
Fax: 02 6285 4670
Email: ramus@ruralhealth.org.au

‘Rural doctors need to play strong advocacy roles. The
TRAIL program would not only help me refine strategies
to most effectively advocate for the needs of rural
Australians, but also give me the opportunity to directly
learn about all available avenues for political and social
action.
Leadership is not an individual pursuit but requires
clarity of vision and networks of partnership. I believe
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Scholars mentoring and supporting
others – extracts from 2010 scholar
reports
Vanessa Lee (UNE, 3rd year):
Lastly to complete the picture of my year in rural
Armidale, I held the position of medicine mentor in my
residential college. I was responsible for the tuition of
17 first year medical students, the most medicine
students in any one college at the University of New
England. I found this a highly rewarding position being
able to help them with their studies and again help
foster a love of rural medicine through teaching them
about the benefits and sometimes the drawbacks of
learning medicine in a rural community.
Madeleine Honner (Monash University, 5th year):
I ... informally mentored several students from my
home town Penola about their nursing, medicine and
physiotherapy courses. I really enjoy this because I
remember how nice it was when older university
students came home and discussed their courses with
me - university being something that not all people at
can relate to.
Kaitlyn Hansen (UNSW, 4th year):
I have gained great satisfaction through tutoring
Indigenous medical students through the Indigenous
Tutorial Assistance Scheme (ITAS). Being involved in this
program has enabled me to develop my communication
and teaching skills which are vital for future medical
practice and teaching. In addition to this, I have gained
a greater understanding of medical concepts through
explaining and answering questions about the concepts
being taught. This realisation has broadened my
thinking about efficient studying techniques and I hope
to adapt this with my studies in 2011.
Rhys Harding (Wollongong University, 3rd year):
I also did some tutoring for an Indigenous student in the
first part of this year. He was an older student and it
was a very satisfying feeling to speak with him about his
culture and family. Doing things like this is what drives
me to want to learn more about Indigenous culture and
health, to ultimately close the gap between Indigenous
and non-Indigenous health statuses.

Matthew Irwin (UNSW, 4th year):
In June I was given a tutoring position for rural and
Indigenous students at the University. In this position I
was able to tutor several classes and students that were
struggling in Medicine and restore their academic
confidence. Not only was having all of them pass their
subjects rewarding but so was being able to give them
confidence that spilled over to other aspects of their
lives as well.
Kate O’Hare (UWA, 3rd year):
This year myself and three other rural medical students
travelled to the small country town, Dowerin, where
the annual Dowerin Machinery Field Day took place. I
grew up going to the field day each year when I was in
primary as our school gave us a day off, so when the
opportunity was presented to us to volunteer in the
Men’s Health Pit Stop Tent, I jumped at the
opportunity. This day involved us talking to middle aged
to elderly men and doing a health check of them which
included taking their blood pressure, measuring their
waist lines and asking them about their lifestyle. We
then gave advice on how to improve if necessary.
Having the pit stop tent at the Dowerin Field Day is very
beneficial as the people that attend the day are
predominantly farmers who at this time may be feeling,
especially this year, the effects of the drought.
Peter Riley (Flinders University, 3rd year):
...as part of a team of five, I conducted research in the
Riverland which was looking at the role that the
(continued next page)

2012 RAMUS Brochures
Are you attending a high school visit or an
event where you would like to share
information on the next round of the RAMUS
Scholarship to potential applicants?
Contact the RAMUS team with your name,
address, intended use and how many
brochures you would like at
ramus@ruralhealth.org.au.
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Pharmacist can play in providing health information to
farmers and horticulturalist in the Renmark region. This
was an extremely valuable work particularly with the
more recent issues with drought and the concurrent
increase in mental health problems.

the practice and getting to know the local community.
All the staff were very supportive, it was a great
learning experience and a great insight into the working
life of a rural general practitioner.
Bree Cumming (University of Tasmania, 2nd year)

Patrick Thornton (UWA, 3rd year):
In line with my Scholar-Mentor Plan, I have been
heavily involved with the "Choose Medicine" rural high
school student program. This has seen me, again
working with Sue Pougnault, the UWA Rural
Coordinator, helping accommodate, supervise,
transport, advise and mentor rural students visiting
Perth to sit the UMAT and, more recently, to attend
interviews at the University. Having seen the program
as a godsend when I was enrolling, I feel great
satisfaction in giving something back to the program
that helped me so much and look forward to remaining
a part of the program for the years to come.
Bree Cumming (l) with her RAMUS mentor Dr Anelisa de
Souza

University of Tasmania PhD research
scholarships in rural health
The University Department of Rural Health and Rural
Clinical School, in collaboration with the Graduate
Research Office at the University of Tasmania, are
offering seven Elite Research Scholarships for potential
applicants to undertake PhD research in the rural health
arena. The Elite Research Scholarship is valued at $30K
per annum, tax-free, and is available for three years,
with a possible six-month extension. Information about
Elite Research Scholarship is available at:
http://www.utas.edu.au/research/graduateresearch/elite. Applications remain open throughout
2011.

Dr de Souza and Bree

We would enjoy seeing your photos and they
may feature in the RAMUS Newsletter.

From a new scholar
by Bree Cumming
My name is Bree Cumming and I am a new RAMUS
scholar in 2011. I have attached some photos from my
placement with my mentor Dr Anelisa de Souza at the
Huon Doctor's Surgery, Huonville Tasmania. I don't have
a story as such, but it was great to spend a few days in

Please follow Bree’s lead and send any photos
or stories you want to share to
ramus@ruralhealth.org.au.
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Australian Journal of Rural Health
The August 2011 issue is out now and has a line up of
useful articles covering key aspects of rural practice:
Private practice in rural areas: an untapped opportunity
for dietitians; Attitudes towards dysmenorrhoea,
impact and treatment seeking among adolescent girls: a
rural school-based survey; Skin excisions: not so simple
for the regionally based general surgical trainee;
Distribution of complementary and alternative
medicine (CAM) providers in rural New South Wales,
Australia: a step towards explaining high CAM use in
rural health?

The RAMUS team
FREE access to AJRH
RAMUS scholars have free online access to the
Australian Journal of Rural Health (AJRH).
Access is through the RAMUS website
(http://ramus.ruralhealth.org.au/ajrh)

Susan Magnay

Manager

Lesley Crompton

Project Officer

New scholars should have recently received an
email containing log in details and their
password. Please contact the RAMUS team if
you would like to have your password sent to
you by email.

Janine Snowie

Project Officer

Toll Free

1800 460 440

AJRH is a multidisciplinary refereed journal. It is
peer reviewed and listed in Medline, as well as
being covered by other major abstracting and
indexing services. It provides research
information, policy articles and reflections
related to health care in rural and remote areas
of Australia, and is an important publication
vehicle for researchers and practitioners.

Phone

02 6285 4660

Fax

02 6285 4670

Mail

RAMUS
National Rural Health Alliance
PO Box 280
DEAKIN WEST ACT 2600

Email

ramus@ruralhealth.org.au

Website

http://ramus.ruralhealth.org.au

Contacting the RAMUS team
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